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Customization Pieces



Assembly Instructions:

1. Read through all instructions before beginning assembly. Really.

2. Cut out Wall piece.  Fold T1 tabs up 90°. Fold 180° down at lines marked L1 and 90° down 
at lines marked L2.  Attach “Inner Wall” sections to “Outer Wall” sections.

3. Cut out Countertop piece.  Attach underside of Countertop piece to Wall piece using T1 
tabs of the Wall piece.

4. Cut out Base piece.  Fold down 90° at line marked L1.  Cut to separate T3 tabs from “Riser” 
section. T3 tabs should remain connected to T2 tabs. Fold T1 tab and T2 tabs down 90°.  
Attach T3 tabs to the back of “Riser” section.  Slide the Base piece into the Wall piece and 
align the “Riser” section with the back and bottom of the Wall piece. Attach Base piece to 
Wall piece by attaching the T1 tab to the back of the “Front Wall” section and attaching the 
T2 tabs to “Inner Wall” sections.

5. Cut out both Post pieces.  For each piece, fold 90° at each of the 4 lines dividing the five 
sections.  Fold T2 tabs up 90°.  Fold “Base Tabs” up 90°. Attach T1 tab to the underside of 
the “First Section” to make a 4-sided Post.  Attach each Post piece to the Countertop piece 
by attaching the underside of the “Base Tabs” to the printed side of the Countertop piece at 
points marked P1.

6. Cut out Roof piece.  Fold down 45° at line L1.  Line up back edge of Roof with the rear of 
the assembled stand and attach Roof to each Post piece using T2 tabs of the Post pieces.

7. (Optional) Cut out, assemble, and attach one or more customization pieces.  Try making your 
own customizations.

Notes:

1. The precision of the cuts, folds, and gluing will determine the quality of the model when 
completed.  It may help to use a hobby knife and straight edge to cut, and a straight edge to 
fold over.  Folds may be improved by “creasing” along a line with a blunt point before folding.  
Avoid using too much wet glue that will warp the paper.

2. Best results will be achieved by using heavy grade paper or cardstock. Otherwise, it may help 
to glue some pieces to thin cardboard, but do not cover folding lines or the tabs used for 
gluing.  For this model, the Countertop and Roof pieces are recommended for cardboard 
backing.

3. In the assembly instructions, folding “up” means toward the printed side.  Folding “down” is 
toward the unprinted side.

4. The visual appearance of some pieces can be improved by “edging”.  This is done by using a 
dark marker or pencil to color the exposed white edges of a cut out piece (such as the roof in 
this model).


